2021-2022 CATALOG ADDENDUM

This catalog addendum contains added and updated information to the original publication of the 2021-2022 Mt. San Jacinto College Catalog.

Courses:

JOUR-110 Introduction to Reporting and Newswriting
3 Units (LEC 48-54)

This course is an introduction to gathering, synthesizing, organizing, and writing news in journalistic style across multiple platforms. This course will provide an introduction to Associated Press Style and will cover the role of a journalist and the legal and ethical issues associated with journalism. Students will compose media using journalistic writing standards.

Updated: Transfers to both UC/CSU (Updated October 5, 2021)

Programs:


Nursing, A.S. Requirements - Added: NOTE: Students who have AP scores to satisfy ENGL-101 College Composition (formerly Freshman Composition) and Math to meet MSJC program admission requirements will need to provide official scores. Must meet with Nursing & Allied Health Counselor to review and complete AP petition process. Removed: footnote "There is a five year recency requirement for ANAT-101 Human Anatomy & Physiology I and ANAT-102 Human Anatomy & Physiology II" Updated: footnote on Humanities Area C on Option A GE "Any course from Area C (Humanities) and Area F (Diversity). See the MSJC Option A General Education Breadth Pattern." Added: Diversity Area F on Option A GE. Added: footnote to Diversity Area F on Option A GE "Any course from Area C (Humanities) and Area F (Diversity). See the MSJC Option A General Education Breadth Pattern." LVN to RN Transition Prerequisites - Removed: footnote "There is a five year recency requirement for ANAT-101 Human Anatomy & Physiology I and ANAT-102 Human Anatomy & Physiology II." Updated: footnote on Humanities Area C on Option A GE "Any course from Area C (Humanities) and Area F (Diversity). See the MSJC Option A General Education Breadth Pattern." Added: Diversity Area F on Option A GE. Added: footnote to Diversity Area F on Option A GE "Any course from Area C (Humanities) and Area F (Diversity). See the MSJC Option A General Education Breadth Pattern." Removed: Note: Special Projects (299's) can be arranged for individuals who have exceeded the 7 year recency requirements for ANAT-101 Human Anatomy & Physiology I, ANAT-102 Human Anatomy & Physiology II, and BIOL-125 Microbiology. (Updated October 5, 2021)

Science, A.S. Requirements - Updated: top paragraph 19-20 units (Updated October 5, 2021)


Additions/Corrections:


Placement Metric AB 705 Table (https://catalog.msjc.edu/admissions/placement/#placementmetricab705text) - Correction: Math (BSTEM) 1 Course MATH-110 Pre-Calculus with MATH-082 Support for College Algebra (formerly Support for College Algebra or Precalculus) updated to MATH-110 Pre-Calculus with MATH-084 Support for Precalculus (Updated January 25, 2022)


General Education Requirements Option A (https://catalog.msjc.edu/degrees-certificates-curricula/general-education-option-a/) - Added: Area E PSYC-102 Personal Growth (Updated February 17, 2022)